MCDONALD PUBLIC PARK ENDOWMENT TRUSTEES
MONDAY 29 MARCH 2021 at 6.00 P.M.

Your attendance is requested at a meeting of the MCDONALD PUBLIC PARK
ENDOWMENT TRUSTEES to be held BY SKYPE on MONDAY 29 MARCH 2021, AT
6:00 PM

19 March 2021

To: -

Elaine Brown
Area Manager

Trustees K Adam, I Davidson, A Duncan, A Forsyth, J Gifford, A Hassan,
P Johnston, A Kloppert, L McAllister, G Owen, E.A. Stirling and I Taylor

CONTACT PERSON:-

CLAIRE YOUNG
Tel. 01467 538196

McDonald Public Park Endowment Trustees Agenda

1. Minute of Meeting held on 9 November 2020
2. Request for Funding – Repair Works to Flood Damage at Modley Burn
3. Question and Answer Session (Queries will be noted if they cannot be answered
on the evening)
4. Date of Next Meeting
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MEETING OF THE MCDONALD PUBLIC PARK ENDOWMENT TRUSTEES
MEETING HELD BY SKYPE
MONDAY 9 NOVEMBER 2020

Present:

Trustees I Davidson (Chair), K Adam, A Forsyth, J Gifford, A
Hassan, A Kloppert, L Mcallister and A Stirling

Apologies: Trustees, S Duncan, P Johnston, G Owen and I Taylor
Officers:

E Brown (Formartine Area Manager), C Young (Area Committee
Officer), M Ingram (Senior Solicitor), A Mcintyre (Principal
Landscape Officer), O Deeming (Landscape Services Officer)
and D Brown (Countryside Ranger)

1. MINUTE OF MEETING HELD ON 16 MARCH 2020
The Trustees had before them, and approved as a correct record, the minute
of the meeting of 16 March 2020, subject to the following updates:



On page 1 in the final paragraph, Mike’s surname was corrected to
“Morrice”
On page 2 in the second paragraph, there was a spelling correction to
read “dog fouling”
2. WOODLAND MANAGEMENT PLAN – VERBAL UPDATE FROM
LANDSCAPE SERVICES

The Landscape Services Officer updated the Trustees on progress with the
Woodland Management Plan. He advised that he had been surveying all
dead diseased and dangerous trees and any in such a condition would be
felled, especially those near residential housing. He also updated that the
hedge around McDonald woods had just been cut.
3. QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
Fence between Caroline’s Well Wood and the Former Academy Site
Lynn Gilbert of the Friends of McDonald Park asked whether the fencing
would be moved back to its correct position as assurance previously been
given that this would be done.
The Area Manager updated that the fence would be removed as part of the
development of the site and the boundary line may or may not be marked.
The Principal Landscape Officer highlighted that the old demarcation posts
were still visible.
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Lynn also highlighted the concerns of The Scottish Woodland Trust regarding
the former Academy Site being proposed for housing, in terms of any trees
being removed in the future if they blocked the light for the new properties.
The Area Manager confirmed that The Scottish Woodland Trust had made
representation in respect of the planning application and so their concerns
would be considered as part of the full information presented to the
Formartine Area Committee. It was highlighted that the site was not under the
jurisdiction of the Trustees.
Curling Pond
Trustee Davidson raised that the old curling pond was often odorous when it
was wet.
The Landscape Services Officer advised that he had discussed this with the
Flood Defence Team who had advised that a pumping station would cost
hundreds of thousands of pounds which was money that would be better
utilised elsewhere. They were content with the current situation with the
pond. However, any older trees that were dying due to the flooding would
need to be removed next summer as it would not be safe to remove them
when the area was wet.
Modley Burn
Trustee Kloppert asked about the condition of the Modley Burn following the
recent flooding.
The Landscape Services Officer advised that whenever the burn needed to be
cleared then staff would attend to remove any blockages. The banks of the
burn were eroding but there was no budget at present to enable this to be
remedied, but should future funding become available it would be desirable to
add gabions at the section behind the old garages at Gordon Park and liaison
would take place with the Flood Defence Team.
Littering in McDonald Park
Trustee Kloppert asked about the usage of McDonald Park over this summer
and whether there had been any additional littering.
The Landscape Services Officer advised that he had not been aware of any
more littering than usual but thanks was given to members of the McDonald
Golf Club who had assisted in litter picking. Trustee Davidson noted that she
had also seen more members of the public out litter picking over the recent
months.
In terms of the condition of the park, the Landscape Services Officer advised
that very few trees had come down, despite flooding and high winds
experienced this year.
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Path connecting Castleton Development to Town Centre
Trustee Davison asked for an update and the Area Manager confirmed that
the proposed path would no longer be within the boundaries of McDonald
Park. The team working on the project had progressed to working on more
detailed designs, but the works had been delayed due to the ongoing
pandemic.
McDonald Golf Course
Mike Morrice from the Golf Club had nothing additional to report but advised
that much of the recent flooding had been on the opposite side of the road,
with houses behind the Royal Mail building experiencing high volumes of
water. Lynn suggested that the removal of some vegetation from this area in
recent years may have contributed.
4. DATE OF NEXT MEETING
It was agreed that the next meeting would be arranged for a Monday evening
in March 2021.
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REPORT TO MCDONALD PUBLIC PARK ENDOWMENT TRUSTEES – 29
MARCH 2021
REQUEST FOR FUNDING – REPAIR WORKS TO FLOOD DAMAGE AT
MODLEY BURN
1

Reason for Report / Summary

1.1

This report outlines a request for funding from Aberdeenshire Council’s
Landscape Services.

2

Recommendation
It is recommended that Trustees consider the request for funding.

3

Introduction

3.1

On 22 October 2020 the banks of the Modley Burn in Ellon were damaged
by flood waters.

3.2

The McDonald Public Park Endowment Trustees requested that Landscape
Services inspect the banks of the burn for damage and report back the
findings, to ascertain the level of spend required to remedy the situation.

3.3

The current estimated revenue balance on the McDonald Public Park
Endowment Trust fund, which is available for spend, is £3,163.32 (current
balances to be finalised in June 2021).

3.4

The current capital balance on the McDonald Public Park Endowment Trust
fund is £9,350. Trustees are permitted to spend part of the capital balance
if they so wish but should be mindful that this would mean there is less
invested to generate future income.

4

Findings

4.1

Landscape Services have found there to be two sections of the burn which
have been damaged by flood waters, which could be considered to be
reportable.

4.2

The stone built canalised walls of the burn have been washed away. These
two areas of erosion are highlighted at Appendix 1 of the report.

4.3

The walls will need to be rebuilt in order to stem further erosion.

4.4

No permission from Scottish Water will be required as it is intended to repair
the walls like for like.
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4.5

The area which is near to Ellon Primary School is likely to be straight
forward, with stones being re-laid into their original position using a lime
sand and cement mortar mix.

4.6

The area which is near to the Gordon Park Pavilion will need to have a
temporary concrete tube placed in the burn to direct water away from the
working area whilst the rebuilding of the wall takes place.

4.7

The mental fence will have to be taken out and replace when works are
completed to enable the contractor to access the workspace.

4.8

The beech hedge situated on the Gordon Park side of the burn will have to
be cut back to allow access to rebuild the wall this will be fenced off after
construction of the wall is completed to allow the hedge to grow back to its
original height. This will take 3 to 5 years.

4.9

The proposed wall will be constructed of natural stone, in-keeping with the
existing construction. The wall will be rebuilt using a lime, sand and cement
mortar mix.

4.10

Works would be estimated to take 4 to 6 working days.

5

Costings

5.1

The estimated cost of repair works is £3,700 and Landscape Services are
seeking funding towards these costs, to allow the repair works to take place.

Oliver Deeming
Landscape Services Officer
Aberdeenshire Council
17 March 2021
List of Appendices:
Appendix 1 – Areas of Erosion
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Appendix 1
Areas of Erosion at Modley Burn, Ellon

